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The STAR Collaboration is pursuing measurements to help understand the origin of the proton

spin. The gluon polarization is accesible via measurementsof the longitudinal double-spin asym-

metry,ALL , for inclusive charged and neutral pions and inclusive jet production. A recent global

analysis of polarized DIS data and RHIC spin data disfavors extreme gluon polarization scenarios.

The measurement of a parity violating single-spin asymmetry, AL, for W+(W−) bosons produced

in longitudinally polarizedp+p collisions at
√

s = 500 GeV, is sensitive to helicity distribution

functions for quarks and anti-quarks. The charge-sign reconstruction of charged leptons from W

decays at forward rapidity requires an upgrade of the STAR tracking system based on a novel

design of triple-GEM detectors.
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1. Gluon helicity measurement

The gluon helicity distribution function,∆g(x), can be probed at RHIC in polarized proton-
proton collisions by measuring the longitudinal double-spin asymmetry,ALL , for a variety of pro-
cesses involving gluons in the initial state. The sensitivity of a given partonicsubprocess depends
on the magnitude of the partonic asymmetry, ˆaLL, which in turn depends on the type of scattered
partons involved.

The experimentally measuredALL can be formulated as the ratio of the respective polarized
and unpolarized cross-sections. Both cross-sections are calculated employing QCD factorization
as a convolution of distribution functions, calculable hard partonic cross-sections at higher orders
in pQCD and fragmentation functions. The data are directly compared toALL predictions based on
PDFs with different gluon polarization scenarios. Inclusive jet data have been included in global
analyses with DIS data to constrain∆g(x).

2. Experiment

The experimental determination ofALL requires three concurrent measurements: a) beam po-
larization (P1(2)), b) spin dependent relative luminosity (R) and c) spin dependent event yields (Ni j)
of the physics processes of interest

ALL =
σ++−σ+−
σ++ +σ+−

=
1

P1P2

N++−RN+−
N++ +RN+−

(2.1)

The STAR experiment is one of the two large collider experiments at the Relativistic Heavy
Ion Collider (RHIC). RHIC provides polarized proton beams with a center-of-mass energy of
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Figure 1: ALL measured at STAR for inclusiveπ0 at mid-rapidity
at
√

s = 200 GeV.

√
s = 200−500 GeV. Each beam

consists of up to 120 bunches, with
alternating patterns for the sign
of the polarization assigned to the
bunches. The direction of polar-
ization axis (transverse or longi-
tudinal) of each beam can be se-
lected using spin rotator magnets
installed around the STAR interac-
tion region. The magnitude of the
beam polarization was measured
and was typically at the level of 50-
60% during the 2006 running pe-
riod.

The following components of
the STAR detector are critical for

gluon polarization measurements. Barrel (BEMC) and endcap (EEMC) electromagnetic calorime-
ters with full azimuthal coverage span pseudo-rapidities|η | ≤ 0.98, 1.08 ≤ η ≤ 2.0, respec-
tively [1]. The forward pion detector (FPD) [2] spans pseudo-rapidity 3.1≤ η ≤ 4.4. The STAR
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Time Projection Chamber (TPC) allows reconstruction of charged tracks with|η | < 1.3. Beam-
Beam Counters (BBC) cover 3.3 ≤ η ≤ 5.0 and serve as a minimum-bias trigger and allow the
measurement of spin dependent relative luminosities.

3. Results

The STAR Collaboration measured unpolarized cross-sections for charged [3] and neutral pi-
ons [4] produced inp+ p collisions at

√
s = 200 GeV. Those measurements agree well with

pQCD calculations [5, 6], which provides an important baseline for the interpretation of neutral
and charged pionALL in the context of pQCD calculations.

Figure 2: ALL measured at STAR for inclusive charged pions at mid-rapidity at√
s = 200 GeV.

ALL for π0 mea-
sured at mid-rapidity
with the BEMC in
the pT range 5-
16 GeV/c is shown
in Figure 1. It rules
out extreme gluon
polarization scenar-
ios in the context
of the GRSV-MAX
parameterization [7].
ALL for π0 at forward-
rapidity was mea-
sured with the EEMC

and FPD [8]. The predicted magnitude ofALL at forward rapidity is significantly smaller in com-
parison to mid rapidity. Current experimental uncertainties in these forwardregions are still too
large to draw any further conclusion on the gluon polariation.
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Figure 3: ALL measured at STAR for inclusive jets as a function ofpT .

High pT charged pions
were measured in the STAR
TPC. Excellent dE/dx calibra-
tion of the TPC [9] allowed
discrimination against other
charged hadrons for momenta
up to 15 GeV/c. Since the
STAR trigger is dominated
by the response of an elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, the
recorded events are biased to-
ward triggered jets contain-
ing a leading neutralπ0 . In
the off-line analysis it was re-
quired that the charged pion
is part of the away-side jet.
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The majority of recorded events are di-jets from the hadronization of a 2→ 2 partonic scat-
tering processes. Therefore, thepT of the reconstructed triggered jet was used as a measure
of the partonicpT and the extractedALL [10] was determined as a function ofz defined as
z ≡ pT (charged π)/pT (trigger jet).

Comparison of the measuredALL(z) [10] to pQCD predictions [11] is shown in Figure 2.
Future measurements of charged pion production with higher statistical precision would allow
additional constraints on the gluon polarization through a global analysis.

STAR has published the differential inclusive jet cross section and spin asymmetryALL [12,
13]. In 2006 more preciseALL data were obtained withpT up to 40 GeV/c andη ∈ [−0.7,0.9], as
shown in Figure 3. Jets were reconstructed using a STAR implementation of themid-point cone
algorithm [14] with cone radius of 0.7 radians, a seed energy ofET >0.5 GeV, association threshold
ET >0.1 GeV, and split fraction of 0.5. The measuredALL for inclusive jets is shown in Figure 3.
STAR inclusive jetALL has been already incorporated in a global analysis [15] and provides a
strong constraint on∆g(x) for 0.05<x<0.2 .

4. Prospects for measurement of the sea quark polarization

Polarized DIS [16] experiments show that the total quark and anti-quark contribution to the
proton spin, summed over all flavors, is surprisingly small. Inclusive DIS measurements provide
sensitivity only to the combined contributions of quarks and anti-quarks. However progress in
constraining(∆ū(x)−∆d̄(x)) has been achieved by incorporating SIDIS data [17, 18] in global
QCD analysis [19]. The production of W bosons in high energy collisions of polarized protons
at RHIC provides independent and direct sensitivity to the helicity of u, ¯u, d, andd̄ quarks in the
proton through the maximal parity violating single spin asymmetryAL.

The rapidity of produced W bosons carries information about the momentum fraction of the
initial qq̄ systemx1(2) = MW√

s e+(−)yW . At STAR only the final state charged lepton is measured in
W decays. The quark, anti-quark momentum fractionsx1,x2 can be related in an approximate way
to the measured leptonpT and rapidity if lepton rapidity|ylab

lep|> 1. The weak production processes
involved are parity violating, yielding large longitudinal single spin asymmetries inregions domi-
nated by quarks. At STAR we will measure the relative difference between the yield of left-handed
(NW

− ) and right-handed (NW
+ ) Ws produced in collision of a longitudinally polarized left-handed and

right-handed proton beam with an “unpolarized” proton beam, i.e. for this measurement polariza-
tion of one of the beams will be avearged to zero. The theoretical framework of the measurement
of the longitudinal single-spin asymmetryAL for Ws as a function of the leptonic rapidity is well
developed and has been presented in [20]. The global analysis framework has recently been com-
pleted to allow the extraction of quark and anti-quark distribution functions using measuredAL at
RHIC as input in a full global analysis [19]. Based on resummation calculations [20] and assum-
ing STAR will acquire integrated luminosity of 300 pb−1 with an average polarization of 70% we
expect to confirm the known polarization of quarks and deepen our understanding of anti-quark
polarization, in particular for the ¯u.
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5. Conclusions

The recent STAR inclusive jet results along with the PHENIX neutral pion results have been
used for the first time to constrain∆g(x) in a NLO global analysis (DSSV) along with semi-
inclusive and inclusive DIS data [15]. The RHIC data sets provide strong constraints on∆g(x)
for 0.05< x < 0.2. Inclusive measurements, such as inclusive jet production, integrate over a fairly
largex region for a given jet transverse momentum region. While those measurements provide a
strong constraint on the value of∆g(x) integrated over a range inx, those measurements do not
permit a direct sensitivity to the actualx dependence. This motivates the need for correlation mea-
surements in polarized proton-proton collisions, such as di-jet measurements. Di-jet production
will play a critical role in the future, deepening our understanding of∆g(x), in particular, by con-
straining its shape. The analysis of STAR dijet data from Run 5 and Run 6 is currently underway.
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